MY VOTE mY VOICE 2.0
C H O O S I N G T H E R I G H T C A N D I D A T E .

Can you fulfil
all these promises
you are making?

How ready are you to be held
accountable if you fail to actualize
these promises?

Are you competent?

YMonitor is an initiative of The Future Project which highlights crucial accountability and
governance issues at the local government, state and federal level. The online site tracks
and monitors issues happening across all levels of government and provides citizens with
information necessary to take action.
www.YMonitor.org
Twitter: @Y_Monitor / @TFAAfrica

Program activities leading to the 2019 general elections:
My First Vote
My Vote My Voice
Citizens Insight Game
Y-monitor Quarterly Show
Grassroots Engagements Series
Citizenship Conversation On Radio

supported by:

We are asking for your commitment to participate in the upcoming
General Elections. It is imperative that we change the present narrative
of political apathy to active participation in elections across all levels.
With the youth bulge of first-time voters, there is a need for our voices
to be heard, and votes to count.
I am excited to cast #MyFirstVote

It has been observed that young people face challenges choosing
their preferred candidate during elections. This explains the conversation
between Amina and her friends which centered on how to vote for
the right leader. They all agreed that character and competence
should be the determining factor when selecting a candidate in
an election.

Students sit around a table gossiping about all sorts,
especially the new guy who just joined the class.
But the discussion however switched almost
as soon as it started.

Aisha, I heard you
talking about who to vote for
in the next general elections.

Kai! I am quite worried.
I remember voting for just
any candidate in the last student election
because I couldn't make a
decision on the right one.

I just hope fear
won’t catch up on me for
the next general elections.

That one easy na. Why you dey
do like this? First of all, decide what strengths
you are looking for in a candidate. Have firsthand knowledge about their positions on issues,
and their leadership ability.
And Please watch out for falsification
in the opinions they express.

Abi o! That one sef
dey. Some of them
like to dey jam talk, abi na
over sabi dey worry dem?

I hope you all have your
PVC sha? You cannot start evaluating
candidates and doing thread on
Twitter without your power
to vote.

Na true oo! I don
get my TVC. I dey wait to
change am to PVC, I am voting.

Ahmed, the fine guy on campus walks in to
the restaurant. He looks around and sees his
coursemates.

...and without any invitation,
he joins them at the table.

How far now?
What are you guys up to?

We were just talking
about voting in a credible candidate
in the next general elections jare.

We were discussing how to
scrutinize candidates
and their opinions on issues.

Yeah, that’s one thing.
We should also watch
debates to learn more about
the candidates.

Remember how Student Union
leaders come to debates and trash out issues
before the election? This one is even more serious,
every word the candidate utter is important.
Sometimes i take note sef.
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Ahaha! E reach that level?

E pass am sef.
Some of them actually say they will
pull down the country when
elected, but because we don’t
listen well, we wail later.

You people are focusing
only on the presidential elections,
we need to pay attention to Local
Government, States and National
Assembly elections too.

We need to stop all these
party-sympathy votes,
it’s not moving this country
forward. The candidate is far more
important!

Na true o.
Once we vote in a wrong
person at any level, it
will definitely affect us.

But another thing is,
there are usually too many
candidates, so listening to
them is hard.

Many of the candidates
usually open a website or social media
accounts that stating their views
on various issues. You will not fail your
next exam if you check them out.

You are joking, right? That is an
important part of the voting process
many people try to avoid. If you know the
candidates, you should spread the message to
others who might not have access
to information about
them.

Tohhhrrr!

So Ahmed would you
mind a drink?
Of course not. I did not
come here to admire the plates
and cups na.

Mhen... you guys had all this
information and you couldn’t do the
transmission... LMAO.

Sometimes, when we do not
find websites or social media pages, there
are other sources like newspaper opinion
pieces or issue-specific organisations.

Transmission!
Transmission!! Transmission!!!

Let them catch you.
I’m not there oo!

Even if the candidate is an
incumbent, you should check their antecedents.
Besides, you should see the projects
they have executed. Don't forget to attend
political events and listen to the information
spread across.

Yeah, that’s also
a good idea.
Yeah, that too.
Then, I think we can always ask what others
think about the candidates. I am not saying
you should vote based on that oo!

Sha try to avoid die hard
loyalists. Not safe

I get. Lola also mentioned
valuing the candidate’s leadership qualities. I think
I agree with that. Some of them have the ideas, but
how to implement them is the problem.

Also, while you are asking,
please avoid who make decisions
based on tribe and religion.
That’s the thing dragging the
nation backward.

Me I sha know I’m voting in the
next election. I will choose the right
candidate regardless of their
tribe and religion. I’m
putting my emotions aside to vote
the candidate who will
deliver on their promise.

I just hope everyone
does something - real participation, not
social media ranting. We can’t continue
to wallow in poor governance and
corruption like this.
I don’t know why young people
like ranting on social media, not
bothering about the election per se.
It’s painful.

Let’s try our best to mobilize
others too. This is our message to you:
collect your PVC, vote competent candidates,
and protect your vote.

to be continued...
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to finding effective and innovative ways to address pressing
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Disclaimer: The information in this booklet is meant to provide information on how
citizens can choose the right candidates in the next general election. This is a cartoon
illustration. Names, characters, businesses, places, events and incidents are either the
product of the author's imagination or made up stories. Any resemblance to actual
persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental
Whilst reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document, no responsibility or
liability is accepted for errors or views expressed herein by The Future Project for
actions taken as a result of information provided in this document.

Glossary:
TVC-

Te m p o r a r y Vo t e r s C a r d

PVC -

P e r m a n e n t Vo t e r s C a r d

INEC -

Independent National Electoral Commission

#MyFirstVote
#ActiveCitizen

